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Abstract—This paper presents a general space vector
modulation (SVM) method for the modular multilevel converter
(MMC). Compared with earlier modulation methods, the
proposed SVM method not only utilizes the maximum level
number (i.e., 2n+1, where n is the number of submodules in the
upper or lower arm of each phase) of output phase voltages, but
also leads to an optimized control performance in terms of
capacitor voltage balancing, circulating current suppression, and
common-mode voltage reduction. The maximum level number is
achieved by introducing a new equivalent circuit of the MMC,
and the optimized control is obtained by selecting the optimal
redundant switching states. Since the computational burden of
the SVM scheme is independent of the voltage level number, the
proposed method is well suited to the MMC with any number of
submodules. Simulation and experimental results are presented
to validate the proposed method.
Index Terms—Capacitor voltage balancing; circulating
current suppression; common-mode voltage; modular multilevel
converter (MMC); space vector modulation (SVM).

I. INTRODUCTION

M

converters offer superior performance when
compared to two-level converters, with advantages such
as reduced voltage stress on the power semiconductor devices,
lower harmonics, lower instantaneous rate of voltage change
(dv/dt), and lower common-mode voltages [1] [2]. As an
emerging multilevel converter topology in the early 2000s [3],
the modular multilevel converter (MMC) has recently
attracted much research attention, because of its significant
merits such as modularity and scalability to meet high-voltage
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high-power requirements [4] [5]. For example, the first
commercialized MMC-based high voltage direct current
(HVDC) system, i.e., the “Trans Bay Cable Project”, is
reported to have achieved ±200 kV/400 MW using 216
submodules per arm [6].
It is imperative to regulate the submodule (SM) capacitor
voltages, for the sake of proper operation of the MMC.
Furthermore, reducing the capacitor voltage ripples is always
an important objective because it enables the adoption of
smaller capacitors [7]. This eventually leads to a reduced cost
of the MMC considering the large number of SM capacitors.
At the same time, circulating currents have to be well
controlled because of their significant influence on the ratings
and power losses of the MMC. Since the SM capacitor
voltages are mutually coupled with the circulating currents
within the same phase leg of the MMC, the control of the
MMC gets complicated. Viewed as the internal control of the
MMC, the control of both capacitor voltages and circulating
currents is typically achieved at the modulation stage. Another
important control objective, i.e., the reduction of commonmode voltages, also usually relies on modulation methods [1]
[2].
Low-frequency modulation methods, such as the selective
harmonic elimination [8] and the nearest level control [9] [10],
represent one control approach for the MMC. Compared with
modulation methods at high switching frequencies, the lowfrequency modulation methods cause lesser power losses.
However, large SM capacitors are usually required by these
low-frequency methods in order to reduce the capacitor
voltage ripples. Some low-frequency methods [8] need
computation of many switching angles, which results in extra
complexity.
Several high-frequency pulse width modulation (PWM)
methods have been applied to the MMC, and most of them can
be classified into two categories: the carrier-based modulation
(including the phase-shifted PWM [11]-[15] and the phasedisposition PWM [16] [17]), and the nearest-level modulation
(NLM) [18]-[23]. The phase-shifted PWM individually
modifies the modulation signals for each SM. When the MMC
consists of a large number of SMs, the computational burden
and complexity of the phase-shifted PWM significantly
increase. On the other hand, the NLM and phase-disposition
PWM methods only require controllers for each entire arm of
the MMC. This offers an advantageous feature for the MMC
with a large number of SMs. Furthermore, the NLM is easier
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to implement than the phase-disposition PWM, because no
carrier waves or associated modifications are needed.
Compared with the aforementioned modulation methods,
space vector modulation (SVM) techniques provide more
flexibility to optimize the performance of multilevel
converters, especially when the level number is large [24]-[26]
(which is exactly the case for the MMC). However, few SVM
strategies have been reported for the MMC at this time. In
[27], a SVM method with control of capacitor voltages and
circulating currents is presented for the MMC, but its
implementation is complicated. A dual-SVM method for the
MMC is introduced in [28]; however, the required two SVM
schemes increase both computational burden and complexity.
In addition, no control of capacitor voltages (except the
sorting approach) or circulating currents is implemented in
[28].
The obstacle for applying SVM to the MMC results from
the following aspects: 1) the largely increased number of
switching states that accompanies the larger number of levels;
2) the structure of the MMC (two arms in each phase) that is
different from conventional multilevel converters; and 3) the
integration of the SVM scheme with the control of the MMC.
The SVM scheme in [29] is well suited to conventional
multilevel converters, because it is independent of the
converter level number and significantly simplifies the
generation of switching sequences. However, it cannot be
directly applied to the MMC, considering the different
structure of the MMC and the integration of the control.
Based on the SVM scheme in [29], this paper proposes a
generalized SVM method for the MMC, to overcome the
aforementioned shortcomings of the earlier methods.
Optimized control of capacitor voltages, circulating currents,
and common-mode voltages by utilizing the redundant
switching states is presented as well. Through a new
equivalent circuit of the MMC, the proposed SVM method
utilizes the maximum level number (i.e., 2n+1, where n is the
number of SMs in the upper or lower arm of each phase) of
the output phase voltages, thus leading to the maximum
number of redundant switching states for optimizing the
control. The computational burden of the SVM scheme is
independent of the voltage level number, so the proposed
method is well suited to control the MMC with a large number
of SMs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the equivalent circuit and basics of control of the
MMC; Section III presents the proposed SVM method;
Sections IV introduces the optimized control strategy;
Sections V and VI demonstrate some typical simulation and
experimental results, respectively; and Section VII concludes
the paper.
II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AND CONTROL OF THE MMC
A. Equivalent Circuit of the MMC
Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of one phase (phase a) of
the MMC, which contains an upper arm and a lower arm.
There are n SMs in each arm (i.e., SMaP1-SMaPn in the upper
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of one phase of the MMC.

arm and SMaN1-SMaNn in the lower arm). A detailed halfbridge SM is shown in Fig. 1. The output voltage vSM of a SM
is vC (“ON” state) when S1 is switched on and S2 is switched
off, and is zero (“OFF” state) when S1 is switched off and S2 is
switched on. Vdc and idc are respectively the dc-link voltage
and current; iap and ian are the currents of the upper and lower
arms, respectively; and ia is the output current of phase a. The
inductors (inductance is L0) in the upper and lower arms are
the buffer inductors; the parasitic ohmic losses in each arm are
represented by a resistor R0. Other phase legs are identical to
phase a.
Based on Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the output voltage vaN of
phase a relative to the negative terminal of the dc-link is
respectively calculated for the upper and lower arms as
follows
∙

∙

/

/

∙

∙

(1a)
(1b)

where uap and uan are the total output voltages of the SMs in
the upper and lower arms of phase a, respectively. From (1)
and according to Kirchhoff’s current law, vaN is obtained as
follows
/2 ∙

/

/2

/2 ∙

(2a)
(2b)

Based on (2), the equivalent circuit of a three-phase MMC for
the load is depicted in Fig. 2(a), where vb0 and vc0 are the
corresponding voltages of phases b and c similarly defined as
in (2b). In this paper, vh0 (h=a, b, or c) is called the
“modulation voltage”.
Meanwhile, the currents of the upper and lower arms of
phase a are [11]
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where icir,a=(iap+ian)/2 is called the circulating current of phase
a and is independent of the load. Based on Kirchhoff’s voltage
law, the circulating current is determined by [22]
∙

∙

,

,

,

/2

(4)
(a)

where udiff,a is called the “difference voltage” of phase a.
Accordingly, the equivalent circuit of the three-phase MMC
for the circulating currents is shown in Fig. 2(b), where udiff,h
and icir,h are respectively the difference voltage and circulating
current of phase h similarly defined in (4).
Fig. 2 reveals that the MMC can be controlled by regulating
the modulation voltage vh0 and the difference voltage udiff,h.
The reference value of vh0 is determined in accordance with
the load and the applications of the MMC (i.e., external
control), and can generally be obtained from a current
regulator. On the other hand, the reference value of udiff,h is
adjusted to control the circulating current and consequently
the SM capacitor voltages (i.e., internal control), which will be
introduced in detail later.
When coupled buffer inductors are used as shown in Fig. 3,
(1a) and (1b), respectively, become
∙

∙

/

Consequently, (2a) turns into

/

∙

∙

/2 ∙

/

∙

∙

/2 ∙

/

/

(b)
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a three-phase MMC: (a) for the load; (b) for
the circulating currents.

(5a)

(5b)

(6)

where M is the mutual inductance. The equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 2(a) is still applicable in this condition, except
that the series inductance is (L0-M)/2 rather than L0/2.
Accordingly, (4) becomes
∙

,

/

∙

,

,

(7)

which means that the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2(b) is
also applicable, except that the inductance is L0+M instead of
L0.
B. Control of Capacitor Voltages and Circulating Currents
The variations of SM capacitor voltages can be analyzed
through the capacitor energies. According to Fig. 2, the energy
stored in the capacitors of the upper arm (Wap) and the lower
arm (Wan) of phase a respectively deviate as follows
/

∙

(8a)

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram (one phase) of an MMC when coupled buffer
inductors are used.

/

∙

(8b)

By substituting (1)-(3) into the above equations, the
derivatives of the total capacitor energy (Wap+Wan) of phase a
and the unbalanced energy (Wap-Wan) between the upper and
lower arms are obtained as
∙!

,

2

"
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which show that the circulating current icir,a plays a significant
role in controlling the capacitor energies (i.e., the capacitor
voltages in each arm).
More specifically, icir,a and udiff,a can be expressed by their
dc and harmonic components as follows
,
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Fig. 4. Control of the capacitor voltages and circulating current for one
phase (phase a as an example).

where Icir,a and Udiff,a are the dc components, and icir(k) and
udiff(k) are the kth order harmonics. Then, (9) is rewritten as
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Fig. 4 shows a control diagram for capacitor voltages and
circulating currents, taking phase a as an example. It consists
of three control loops, i.e., the averaging control, the
circulating current control, and the arm-balancing control; and
finally a reference value udiff,a* of the difference voltage is
generated. Corresponding to (11a), the averaging control
forces the average capacitor voltage 1, of the phase to
follow its reference value vC*, with

(

&

/

%',

%

%

Fig. 5. Closed-loop diagram of the circulating current control.

0∙
(11b)

where only the parts underlined contribute to dc components
(va0 is assumed to contain only dc and fundamental frequency
components). The dc components should be zero in the steady
state, in order to stabilize the total and unbalanced capacitor
energies.
From (11a), the dc component of the circulating current can
be regulated to maintain the total capacitor energy. The active
power provided by the dc-link voltage then is delivered to the
load and compensates for the power losses of the phase leg.
On the other hand, (11b) indicates that the unbalanced
capacitor energy between the upper and lower arms can be
controlled by regulating the fundamental frequency
component of the difference voltage udiff,a that is in phase with
the output current ia, or the fundamental frequency component
of the circulating current that is in phase with (the
fundamental frequency component of) the modulation voltage
va0. Similar conclusions hold for the other phases. Based on
(8)-(11), the steady-state capacitor voltages and arm currents
can be estimated as in [19] to specify the SM capacitors and
buffer inductors.

1,

1,

1,

1,

∑ '(

∑ '(

1,

1,

1,

/2

/2

/2

(12a)
(12b)
(12c)

where 1, and 1, are the average capacitor voltages of the
upper and lower arms of phase a, respectively; vC,api is the
capacitor voltage of the ith SM in the upper arm; and vC,ani is
the capacitor voltage of the ith SM in the lower arm. The
averaging control gives a reference value Icir,a* of the dc
component of the circulating current. Based on (11b), the armbalancing control loop generates a fundamental frequency
component udiff(1)* of the difference voltage, to cancel the
capacitor voltage difference between the upper and lower
arms.
The circulating current control loop forces the circulating
current to follow the reference dc component Icir,a*, as well as
eliminates second-order (and higher-order if needed)
components of the circulating current. Similar to the averaging
control and arm-balancing control, the circulating current
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control loop applies a proportional-integral (PI) controller to
track the reference dc component. A set of resonant controllers
[23] expressed as follows
∑

3 4

%56 7
7 8 9 :;< 8

(13)

where ω0 is the fundamental angular frequency and krm is the
coefficient for the mth order resonant frequency, is utilized to
eliminate the corresponding harmonics. If needed, using nonideal resonant controllers can further increase the robustness
of the control system against frequency deviation [30].
According to (4), the circulating current control loop in fact
regulates the dc and second-order (and higher-order if the
corresponding resonant controller is applied) components of
the difference voltage. Finally, a reference value udiff,a* of the
difference voltage is generated to achieve the capacitor
voltage and circulating current control.
Fig. 5 shows the closed-loop diagram of the circulating
current control, taking (4) into account. The open-loop transfer
function is:
3= 4

*>

,

%?8
7

∑

%56 7
(
-∙
7 8 9 :;< 8
7@< 9A<

(14)

At the resonant frequency m ω0, the gain of Go(s) is infinite, so
the mth order harmonic of the circulating current is eliminated
in the steady state. More detailed analysis of the circulating
current control is presented in Section V.
Note that the control of capacitor voltages and circulating
currents may also be implemented in other approaches. For
example, it can be designed to force the circulating current to
contain only the dc component [12] [23], which minimizes the
power losses of the MMC but may increase the ripples of the
capacitor voltages according to (11). Injecting specific
circulating currents based on the steady state or instantaneous
information of the MMC to reduce the capacitor voltage
ripples is investigated in [19]. Based on the synchronous
reference frame, PI controllers instead of resonant controllers
can be adopted to eliminate specific harmonics of the
circulating currents [15]. However, it is a common point of
those methods that the control of capacitor voltages and
circulating currents is achieved by regulating the reference
difference voltage udiff,h* for each phase of the MMC.
III. PROPOSED SVM METHOD FOR THE MMC
As explained in the previous section, the MMC can be
controlled by regulating the modulation voltages (external
control for the load) and the difference voltages (internal
control for the SM capacitor voltages and circulating currents).
Assume that now the reference values of the modulation and
difference voltages have been obtained, then how to generate
the gate signals (i.e., modulation strategy) according to those
reference values? This section proposes a general SVM
method for the MMC based on the SVM scheme introduced in
[29].

Fig. 6. General SVM scheme in [29]: (a) detecting the modulation
triangle; (b)-(c) two switching sequence modes.

A. Generating the Modulation Voltages for the Load
The general multilevel SVM scheme introduced in [29], as
illustrated in Fig. 6 based on the space vector diagram of a
five-level converter, is applied to generate the reference value
vh0* of the modulation voltage vh0 required by the load.
Accordingly, the reference vector Vref is defined [24] [25] [29]
as follows
B

C

D

1 !

∗

D

∗
G

,

∙ H I JK

1 *

∙

√J
,

∗

L

∙ H I JK "

∙ H IN -

(15)

where N is the number of voltage levels; M ( O G / ) is the
modulation index, where O G is the peak value of the reference
∗
line-to-line voltage ( ∗
G ); and θ is the phase angle of
Vref.
Two “orthogonal unit-vectors” Vx and Vy shown in Fig. 6
decouple the three-phase components, thus essentially easing
the detection of the reference vector’s location. More
specifically, Vx only contains the component of phase a, while
Vy only contains the components of phases b and c. A
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TABLE I [29]

MAPPING OF DETERMINING SWITCHING SEQUENCES①

①D
h

reg

1

2

3

4

5

6

Dh

Da = 1-d01
Db = 1-d01-d1
Dc = 1-d01-d1-d2

Da = d01+d1
Db = d01+d1+d2
Dc = d01

Da = 1-d01-d1-d2
Db = 1-d01
Dc = 1-d01-d1

Da = d01
Db = d01+d1
Dc = d01+d1+d2

Da = 1-d01-d1
Db = 1-d01-d1-d2
Dc = 1-d01

Da = d01+d1+d2
Db = d01
Dc = d01+d1

and 1-Dh are the respective duty cycles of the two switching states Kh+1 and Kh for phase h.

candidate switching state SaSbSc, for the vertex (i.e., P2) of the
modulation triangle ∆P1P2P3 (i.e., the nearest three vectors
OP1, OP2, and OP3) closest to the origin, is consequently
detected by the general SVM in a single step [29]:
X min X, Z, −Z)
int VW Z − min(X, Z, −Z) [\
−Z − min(X, Z, −Z)

Q
PQG R
Q

(16)

where min(x, y, -y) denotes the minimum value among x, y,
and -y; int(γ) stands for the corresponding integer parts of all
the elements in an array γ; and
]5^_ `
]ab

X

, Z=

]5^_(c)
√J]ab

(17)

are the coordinates of the reference vector with respect to the
two orthogonal unit-vectors, where Vref(x) and Vref(y) are
respectively the real and imaginary components of the
reference vector. The essence of (16) is that {x, y, -y}
represents a coordinate of the reference vector in the original
ABC-frame, so equally subtracting min(x, y, -y) from the three
components yields another coordinate of the reference vector.
After shifting the origin of the reference vector Vref to the
detected vertex (P2), a so-called “remainder vector” Vref’ is
yielded, which is inside a two-level hexagon H3. Based on this
remainder vector as shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c), the duty cycles
of the nearest three vectors are determined in the same way as
for a two-level SVM [29]:
f
e
d

,

(

=

=−

,

√J
,

√J

[

[

h

h

sin *

sin *

Cj

k- −

J
Cjp(
J

=1−

k- −
(

−

l

cos *

l

,

Cj
J

cos *

k-]

Cjp(
J

k-]

(18)

where Vrx and Vry represent the real and imaginary part of
Vref’/Vdc, respectively; d1 and d2 are respectively the duty
cycles of V1 and V2; d0 is the total duty cycle for the “zero
vectors”, i.e., the switching states at the detected vertex (e.g.,
441 and 330 at P2); reg is the region number (①-⑥) of the
remainder vector Vref’ in the two-level hexagon H3 and is
given [29] by
sHt = int(3v

C: /k)

+1

(19)

where θrem (0 ≤ θrem < 2π) is the angle of the remainder vector
with respect to the real axis, and int(3θrem/π) represents the

integer part of 3θrem/π. In this paper, each switching sequence
(e.g., 441 → 440 → 340 → 330) contains two zero vectors,
and the duty cycles d01 and d02 of the two zero vectors are set
to be equal (i.e., d01=d02=0.5d0) for the objective of the optimal
harmonic performance [31].
All the switching sequences are then generated as follows
based on the switching state in (16) and the duty cycles in
(18). It has been demonstrated in [24] [29] that any optimized
switching sequence (with the minimum number of switch
transitions in every switching cycle) can be equivalently
achieved by two successive switch states Kh and Kh+1 for each
phase, as long as the duty cycles of Kh and Kh+1 (i.e., 1-Dh and
Dh, respectively) are the values summarized in Table I. As the
two “zero vectors” in the switching sequence, KaKbKc and
(Ka+1)(Kb+1)(Kc+1) are redundant switching states of the
vertex detected in (16). For example, 330 and 441 at P2 are the
two zero vectors for the switching sequence 330 → 340 →
440 → 441 shown in Fig. 6. The mapping in Table I makes the
generation of switching sequences to be as simple as the NLM
method.
Since each value of KaKbKc leads to a switching sequence,
all the redundant switching states for the detected vertex can
be generated [29] based on (16) as follows
w
PwG R
w

Q
PQG
Q

D
D R , where D is any integer
D

∈ [0, D − 2 − max(Q , QG , Q )]

(20)

where max(Sa, Sb, Sc) is the maximum value among Sa, Sb, and
Sc. The range of N0, determined by the voltage level number N
and the modulation index M, indicates the total number of
redundancies. The maximum value of N0 is N-2-max(Sa, Sb, Sc)
because otherwise Kh+1 (h=a, b, or c) exceeds N-1. Compared
with other modulation methods, the SVM scheme provides the
significant flexibility to optimize the performance of the
MMC by selecting the optimal N0.
Aforementioned is a brief review of the SVM scheme. For
more details please refer to [29]. Note that this scheme is
independent of the level number of the converter and the
location of the reference vector, thus well suited to the MMC.
With the switching state Kh and duty cycle Dh, the actual
modulation voltage applied to phase h of the MMC is [24]
‚

= (1 − ƒ‚ ) ∙

(w‚ + 1)
w‚
+ ƒ‚ ∙
D−1
D−1
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= (w‚ + ƒ‚ )

/ D

7
1)

(21)

Assume that khp and khn (0≤ khp, khn ≤n) SMs respectively in
the upper and lower arms of phase h are in the “ON” state. If
the capacitor voltages are assumed to be well balanced, i.e., vC
=Vdc/n for any SM, then (2b) is rewritten as
‚

=

− >‚ ∙

/2

>‚ ∙

/2 /2

(22)

Combining (21) and (22) yields the following relationship:
2 − >‚∗ + >‚∗ = 22 ∙ (w‚ + ƒ‚ )/ D

1)

(23)

Fig. 7. Generation of khi (h=a, b, or c; i=p or n) during a switching
cycle Ts.

where * represents the reference value. Since (23) offers some
flexibility of selecting khp and khn, this flexibility is used to
control the circulating currents and capacitor voltages, as
introduced later.
Note that as shown in (22), 0≤ vh0 ≤Vdc and the minimum
voltage step for vh0 is Vdc/(2n), so theoretically the maximum
level number is N = 2n+1. In other words, because of the
equivalent circuit in Fig. 2, the proposed SVM method
naturally generates the maximum number of levels.
B. Applying the Reference Difference Voltage
In order to control the capacitor voltages and circulating
currents, the reference difference voltage udiff,h* obtained from
Fig. 4 for phase h needs to be applied. Combining (4) and (23)
then gives reference values for khp and khn as follows
>‚∗ = 2 −

>‚∗ =

p(

p(

∙ (w‚ + ƒ‚ ) −

∙ (w‚ + ƒ‚ ) −

]ab

∙

]ab
∗

∙

∗

,‚

,‚

(24a)
(24b)

Finally, a general solution for each khi (i=p or n) during a
switching cycle Ts is obtained as:
1) If >‚∗ „ 0,
2) If >‚∗ … 2,
3) If 0 † >‚∗ † 2,

int(>‚∗ ),
>‚ = ‡
int(>‚∗ ) + 1,

>‚ = 0

(25a)

>‚ = 2

(25b)

when 0 † „ (1 − ˆ)‰7
(25c)
when (1 − ˆ)‰7 † „ ‰7

where int(khi*) represents the integer part of khi*, and
ˆ = >‚∗ − int(>‚∗ )

(26)

Fig. 7 illustrates the way to generate khi for each arm of the
MMC during a switching cycle Ts, where cr is a carrier wave.
The implementation of the proposed SVM method is as easy
as the NLM method [18]-[22].

Fig. 8. The proposed SVM method for the MMC.

C. Selection of SMs
After khp and khn of phase h are obtained from (25), the
capacitor voltages of the SMs in each arm are balanced by
selecting the appropriate ON-state SMs according to the
direction of the arm current, known as the so-called “sorting
method” [16] [20]:
1) If the arm current is positive, the SMs with the lowest
capacitor voltages are selected to be the ON-state, so that the
capacitors of these SMs are charged.
2) If the arm current is negative, the SMs with the highest
capacitor voltages are selected to be the ON-state, so that the
capacitors of these SMs are discharged.
Fig. 8 illustrates the diagram of the proposed SVM method,
which represents a general framework for implementing
SVM-based control for the MMC. It can be conveniently
extended for other control objectives, by replacing the
capacitor voltage and circulating current control block with
customized controllers. Note that though any redundant
switching states determined by N0 in (20) can be utilized to
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control the MMC, the control performances are not identical.
The next section introduces a way to select the optimal N0
(named N0_opt) according to different control objectives.
IV. OPTIMIZED CONTROL STRATEGY
For each redundant switching state KaKbKc generated in (20)
by the SVM scheme, the number of ON-state SMs for each
arm of the MMC is given by (25). The MMC usually consists
of a large number of SMs, so the number of redundant
switching states is usually large, especially for small
modulation indices [24] [25] [29]. This offers significant
flexibility for optimizing the control performance. The
objective is to find the optimal redundant switching state, i.e.,
the optimal N0 in (20).
The capacitor voltages and circulating currents resulting
from each redundant switching state are estimated first.
Without loss of generality, Fig. 9 illustrates the values of khp
and khn during a switching cycle when assuming 1-αhp>1-αhn,
where αhp and αhn are obtained from (26) for khp* and khn*,
respectively. The switching cycle is divided into three time
intervals, and during each interval the values of khp and khn are
constant. As an example, the estimation of the capacitor
voltages and circulating currents is demonstrated for the first
interval (from t0 to t1) as follows. The other two intervals can
be analyzed in a similar way.
The capacitor voltages and circulating currents are sampled
at the beginning (i.e., t0) of each switching cycle. Based on
(4), the circulating current of phase h at t1 is estimated as
,‚

.

(

‚

∑%'( *Q‚ %

‚

∙

‚

2
∙

-,

1,‚ %

,‚

,‚

0

∆

(27a)
‹ or 2 (27b)

where ∆t0=t1-t0=(1-αhn)Ts; Shik denotes the ON (Shik=1) and
OFF (Shik=0) states of the kth SM in the upper (i=p) or lower
arm (i=n) of phase h. Subsequently, the capacitor voltages of
the kth SM in the upper and lower arms, respectively, of phase
h at t1 are estimated based on (3) as
1,‚ %

1,‚ %

(

(

1,‚ %

1,‚ %

Q‚
Q‚

%

%

∙V
∙V

Fig. 9. The values of khp and khn during a switching cycle Ts.

b?5,Œ •< 9 b?5,Œ •Ž

,

Œ

,

b?5,Œ •< 9 b?5,Œ •Ž

,

Œ

,

\

∆•<
1

(28a)

\

∆•<
1

(28b)

where C is the capacitance of the SM capacitors; ih is the
output current of phase h sampled at t0, and is considered as a
constant during the switching cycle.

Fig. 10. Determination of N0_opt (the optimal N0).

Repeating the process in (27) and (28) for the other two
time intervals then gives the estimated capacitor voltages and
circulating currents at the end (i.e., t0+Ts) of the switching
cycle. To achieve the best capacitor voltage balancing, the
optimal N0 should minimize the following objective function
•

∑‚'

,G,

•

‘
1,‚

‘
1,‚

‘
1,‚

∑%'(

∑%'(

,
1,‚ %

1,‚ %

‘
1,‚

‰7

‰7

,

’

(29a)
(29b)
(29c)

where v’C,hp and v’C,hn represent, respectively, the estimated
total capacitor voltages in the upper and lower arms of phase h
at t0+Ts. The optimal N0 (i.e., N0_opt) is therefore found by
computing and comparing J for all the possible values of N0,
as shown in Fig. 10.
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150

Value
12 kV
4
3 kV
1.41 mF
5 mH
13 mΩ
5 kHz
1.0 or 0.3
9

100
50
0
System: G0
Frequency (Hz): 640
Magnitude (dB): -0.0416

-50
45

Phase (deg)

Parameter
DC-link voltage (Vdc)
No. of SMs per arm (n)
SM capacitor reference voltage (vC*)
SM capacitance (C)
Arm inductance (L0)
Parasitic resistor in each arm (R0)
Carrier frequency (fs)
Modulation index (M)
Voltage level number (N)
Load resistance (RL) and inductance (LL)
per phase (Y-connected)
Fundamental frequency (f0)
Simulation time step (∆t)

Magnitude (dB)

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE MMC FOR THE SIMULATION

0
-45
-90
-135
-180
-225
-2
10

15 Ω + 10 mH

-1

10

0

1

10

10

2

10

3

10

Frequency (Hz)

50 Hz
10 µs

(a)
150

Magnitude (dB)

TABLE III
CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION
Parameters
kp1=100, ki1=10000
kp2=20, ki2=400;
kr2=400;
kr4=300
kp3=30, ki3=500

Circulating current control
Arm-balancing control

If the control objective is to optimally suppress the
circulating currents, then an objective function can be defined
as
•,

∑‚'

,G,

max “

“

,‚

# ,‚ “, “
+ ‰7 − # ∗

(

∗

,‚

,‚

,‚ “

,

−#

∗

,‚ “,
(30)

where max(x, y, z) denotes the maximum value among x, y,
and z; Icir,h* is the desired circulating current of phase h,
typically defined according to the active power of the MMC
[12] [23]. Applying J2 to Fig. 10 generates the N0_opt for the
optimal circulating current suppression.
Another typical control objective is to minimize commonmode voltages. Based on the estimated capacitor voltages, the
instantaneous common-mode voltage can be calculated for any
time instants and then evaluated similarly to (27)-(30).
Alternatively, according to (21), the average common-mode
voltage during a switching cycle is obtained as
=:

(

= ∑‚'
J

,G,

*

”Œ 9•Œ ]ab
p(

-

(31)

Consequently, the N0_opt for an optimized common-mode
voltage control is generated by applying the following
objective function to Fig. 10:
•J = *

=:

−

]ab ,
,

-

50
0
System: G1
Frequency (Hz): 640
Magnitude (dB): -0.0419

-50
45

Phase (deg)

Controller
Averaging control

100

(32)

The rest of this paper focuses on optimizing the capacitor
voltage balancing. Note that this paper only optimizes the
selection of redundant switching states, for purposes of the

0
-45
-90
-135
-180
-225
-2
10

-1

10

0

1

10

10

2

10

3

10

Frequency (Hz)

(b)
Fig. 11. Bode diagram of the circulating current controller for
simulations: (a) with the resonant controllers; (b) without the resonant
controllers.

optimal harmonic performance and simple implementation. If
needed, the duty cycles d01 and d02 of the zero vectors can also
be optimized to further improve the control performance [26].
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are carried out to demonstrate the proposed
SVM method, based on a three-phase MMC with the
parameters shown in Table II. The control parameters
(capacitor voltages are divided by the reference value before
being sent to the controller) in Fig. 4 are presented in Table
III.
Fig. 11(a) shows the Bode diagram of the open-loop
transfer function in (14). The bandwidth of the controller is
about 640 Hz, and the phase margin is around 90º. Fig. 11(b)
shows the Bode diagram of the circulating current controller
when the resonant controllers are unused (i.e., only applies the
PI controller). It is observed that the resonant controllers have
very narrow bandwidths. They only affect the harmonics
around the resonant frequencies, as the two spikes shown in
Fig. 11(a). Therefore, a general way to design the circulating
current controller is selecting the PI control parameters first
and then adding the resonant controllers.
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icir,a

iap

Capacitor voltages [kV]
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ian

Currents [A]
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200
0
-200
1.8

1.82

1.84
1.86
Time [s]

1.88

1.9

3.2
3.1
3
2.9
Upper arm SMs
2.8
1.8
1.82

Lower arm SMs
1.84
1.86
Time [s]

1.88

1.9

(a)

(a)
DC = 123.8 , THD= 34.30%

15

20

a

20

[kV], i [100 A]

25

Zoom In

30

10
0

10

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Frequency (Hz)

v

Mag (% of DC)

30

aO

Mag (% of DC)

35

vaO

5

ia
0

-5

5
0

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

1.8

1.81

Frequency (Hz)

1.82
Time [s]

(b)

Currents [A]

icir,a

iap

ian

400
200
0

1.84
1.86
Time [s]

1.88

1.9

(a)

Mag (% of DC)

DC = 126.4 , THD= 7.21%

Mag (% of DC)

3
2.5
2

3

Zoom In

2
1
0

1.5

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Frequency (Hz)

1
0.5
0

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Fig. 14. Simulation results when M=1.0: (a) SM capacitor voltages of
phase a; (b) output voltage and current of phase a.

D

600

1.82

1.84

(b)

Fig. 12. Simulation results (M=1.0) when the circulating current control
only applies the PI controller: (a) arm and circulating currents of phase
a; (b) harmonic spectrum of the circulating current.

-200
1.8

1.83

6000

Frequency (Hz)

(b)
Fig. 13. Simulation results (M=1.0) when the resonant controllers are
added to the circulating current control: (a) arm and circulating currents
of phase a; (b) harmonic spectrum of the circulating current.

A. Performance of the Capacitor Voltage Balancing and
Circulating Current Suppression
For the sake of fair comparisons, the optimization of
redundant switching states is not activated in this section, and

round *

-

p,p˜™š(›+ ,›œ ,›b )
,

(33)

is adopted, where round(x) represents the nearest integer of x.
The modulation index M is 1.0 in order to display all the
voltage levels.
Theoretically, more resonant controllers lead to a better
performance of the circulating current suppression, but
increase the computational burden. This paper uses two
resonant controllers (kr2=400 and kr4=300) for demonstration
purposes. Fig. 12(a) shows the simulated arm and circulating
currents of phase a, when the circulating current control in
Fig. 4 only applies the PI controller. The harmonic spectrum
of the circulating current appears in Fig. 12(b). It is observed
that without the resonant controllers, the circulating current
contains abundant harmonics, especially the 2nd order (100
Hz) harmonic component. When the resonant controllers are
added, Fig. 13 shows the simulated arm and circulating
currents of phase a, as well as the harmonic spectrum of the
circulating current. Comparison with Fig. 12 demonstrates that
the 2nd and 4th (200 Hz) order harmonics of the circulating
current are significantly suppressed. The total harmonic
distortion (THD) of the circulating current is reduced from
34.3% to 7.21%. In the rest of this paper, the resonant
controllers are always added.
Note that the circulating current contains a harmonic
component at the carrier frequency (5 kHz), as shown in Figs.
12(b) and 13(b). This harmonic inherently results from the
PWM operation and is determined by the buffer inductance.
According to Fig. 9, the maximum variation of the circulating
current during a switching cycle is estimated as follows:

a

5

aO

v

11

Capacitor voltages [kV]

[kV], i [100 A]
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0

vaO

-5
1.1

ia
1.15

1.2
Time [s]

1.25

1.3

3.1
3.05
3
2.95
2.9 Upper arm SMs
0
0.02

iap

Capacitor voltages [kV]

icir,a

ian

Currents [A]

100
50
0
-50
-100
1.1

1.12

1.14
1.16
Time [s]

1.18

1.2

3.1
3.05
3
2.95
Upper arm SMs
2.9
0
0.02

iap

ian

Average Cap. volt. [kV]

icir,a

Currents [A]

100
50
0
-50
-100
2.4

2.42

2.44
2.46
Time [s]

2.48

2.5

=

3.04

Without optimized control
Optimized control

3.02
3
2.98
2.96
0

0.02

0.04
0.06
Time [s]

0.08

0.1

Fig. 16. Simulated capacitor voltages of phase a (M=0.3) with and
without the optimized control: (a) without the optimized control; (b)
using the optimized control; (c) average capacitor voltages.

Fig. 15. Simulation results of phase a (M=0.3) when the optimized
control is activated at 1.2 s: (a) output voltage and current; (b) arm and
circulating currents without the optimized control; (c) arm and
circulating currents using the optimized control.

,‚(˜™š)

0.1

(c)

(c)

∆

Lower arm SMs
0.04
0.06
0.08
Time [s]

(b)

(b)
150

Lower arm SMs
0.08
0.1

(a)

(a)
150

0.04
0.06
Time [s]

‰7 /(42

)

(34)

which occurs when αhp=αhn=0.5 in Fig. 9. This maximum
variation of the circulating current should be taken into
consideration when designing the buffer inductors.
Fig. 14(a) illustrates the simulated SM capacitor voltages of
phase a. All the capacitor voltages are regulated to the
reference value. Fig. 14(b) shows the output voltage vaO (=vaNVdc/2) and current of phase a, where the maximum level
number (N=9) of the output voltage is observed.
B. Optimized Capacitor Voltage Balancing
Fig. 15 presents the simulation results of phase a for a low
modulation index (M=0.3), where the N0 in (33) is adopted
before the optimized control is activated at 1.2 s. The output
voltage in Fig. 15(a) shows that for a low modulation index,
not all the available voltage levels are utilized if the redundant
switching states are not optimally selected. The optimized

control selects the optimal switching state among all the
redundant ones, thus utilizing all the available voltage levels.
Different redundant switching states generate identical line-toline voltages, which is demonstrated by the output current in
Fig. 15(a). Because for the low modulation index the
maximum variation (30 A) of the circulating current explained
for (34) is comparable to the dc and fundamental frequency
components, distortion of the arm and circulating currents is
observed in Fig. 15(b) and (c).
Accordingly, Fig. 16 shows the steady-state capacitor
voltages of phase a, with and without the optimized control.
The optimized control not only improves the capacitor voltage
balancing between the upper and lower arms, but also forces
the total capacitor energy of the entire phase to better follow
its reference value.
Note that the optimized control inevitably adds
computational burden because of searching for the optimal
redundant switching states, though the maximum number of
iterations required by Fig. 10 is only N-1 (the lower the
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Value
120 V
4
30 V
1.41 mF
2.5 mH
13 mΩ
5 kHz
0.4
9
15 Ω + 10 mH
50 Hz
20 µs
Fig. 17. Experimental setup.

TABLE V
CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENT

Magnitude (dB)

Controller
Averaging control

300

Parameters
kp1=10, ki1=120
kp2=10, ki2=200;
kr2=400;
kr4=300
kp3=30, ki3=500

Circulating current control
Arm-balancing control

modulation index, the larger the number of redundant
switching states). If computational resources are limited, then
the optimized control can be deactivated and the following N0
would be a good choice according to (32):
D = round *max *

p(

,

(

− ∑‚'
J

,G,

Q‚ + ƒ‚ , 0--

200
100
0
System: G0
Frequency (Hz): 638
Magnitude (dB): -0.0164

-100
0

(35)

where max(x, y) represents the larger value between x and y.
This N0 leads to a good compromise among computational
burden, common-mode voltage reduction, and capacitor
voltage and circulating current control. In this case, the
proposed SVM-based control method is as computationally
efficient as the NLM-based method.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed SVM method is also tested based on the
experimental setup of a three-phase MMC shown in Fig. 17,
according to the operating conditions summarized in Table IV
and the control parameters presented in Table V. Fig. 18
depicts the corresponding Bode diagram of the circulating
current controller. The bandwidth of the controller is about
640 Hz, and the phase margin is around 90º.
A DC power supply maintains a 120 V dc-link voltage for
the MMC. A real-time simulator OPAL-RT [32] is used to
implement the proposed SVM method in real time and to
generate the gate signals for the MMC’s power switches. The
OPAL-RT interfaces (receives commands and sends real-time
results) with a command station (laptop) via TCP/IP protocol.
For the experimental results presented later, the SM capacitor
voltages directly use the data sampled by the OPAL-RT
(filtered by a 2nd-order filter with a cut-off frequency of 1200

Phase (deg)

Parameter
DC-link voltage (Vdc)
No. of SMs per arm (n)
SM capacitor reference voltage (vC*)
SM capacitance (C)
Arm inductance (L0)
Parasitic resistor in each arm (R0)
Carrier frequency (fs)
Modulation index (M)
Voltage level number (N)
Load resistance (RL) and inductance (LL)
per phase (Y-connected)
Fundamental frequency (f0)
OPAL-RT time step (∆t)

-180

-360

-540
-2
10

-1

10

0

10

1

10

2

10

3

10

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 18. Bode diagram of the circulating current controller for the
experiment.

Hz and a quality factor of 0.707) from the voltage sensors,
while the other measured results are recorded through an
oscilloscope. The bandwidth of the oscilloscope probes is 40
kHz.
Fig. 19 shows the measured output voltage, arm currents,
output current, and SM capacitor voltages of one phase (e.g.,
phase c), when the optimization of redundant switching states
is not activated and (33) is adopted. As previously explained,
the output voltage does not utilize all the available voltage
levels, for the low modulation index (M=0.4) test condition.
The maximum ripple (peak-to-peak) of the SM capacitor
voltages reaches 3 V (10% of the reference capacitor voltage).
The corresponding experimental results, when the
optimized control is applied, are shown in Fig. 20.
Significantly different from the voltage waveform in Fig.
19(a), now the output voltage contains all the available voltage
levels. The maximum ripple of the SM capacitor voltages is
reduced to 2.3 V (i.e., 23.3% of the original maximum ripple
is further reduced) because of the optimized control. To more
evidently compare the performance of the two control
strategies, Fig. 21 illustrates the instantaneous maximum and
minimum values among all the measured capacitor voltages in
Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. It is also shown that the
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(a)

32

Capacitor voltages [V]

Capacitor voltages [V]

(a)

31
30
29
28
0

0.02

0.04
0.06
Time [s]

0.08

32
31
30
29
28
0

0.1

0.02

0.04
0.06
Time [s]

0.08

0.1

(b)

(b)

Fig. 19. Experimental results when the optimized control is not applied:
(a) output voltage, arm currents, and output current of phase c; (b) SM
capacitor voltages of phase c.

Fig. 20. Experimental results based on the optimized control: (a) output
voltage, arm currents, and output current of phase c; (b) SM capacitor
voltages of phase c.
Max (non-opt)
Min (non-opt)
Max (opt)
Min (opt)

32

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a general SVM method for the MMC.
An optimized control strategy for capacitor voltage balancing,
circulating current suppression, or common-mode voltage
reduction is presented as well, by utilizing the redundant
switching states offered by the SVM scheme. Compared with
earlier modulation methods for the MMC, this proposed new
SVM method generates the maximum level number (i.e.,
2n+1, where n is the number of SMs in the upper or lower arm
of each phase) of the output phase voltages, based on a new

31.5
Max and min cap. volt. [V]

optimized control causes the capacitor voltages to better
follow the reference value.
Comparing Figs. 19 and 20 also indicates that though the
output phase currents are close, the optimized capacitor
voltage control causes slightly more distortion of the arm
currents. This is expected since in (29) the circulating currents
are not taken into consideration. As a result, the generated
optimal redundant switching states may lead to larger
variations of the difference voltages, and consequently that of
the circulating currents and arm currents. A new objective
function combining (29) and (30) can be adopted if the
capacitor voltages and circulating currents need to be
optimized at the same time.

31
30.5
30
29.5
29
28.5
28
0

0.02

0.04
0.06
Time [s]

0.08

0.1

Fig. 21. Measured instantaneous maximum and minimum capacitor
voltages among all the capacitors of phase c, with and without the
optimized control.

equivalent circuit of the MMC. Since the computational
burden of the SVM scheme is independent of the voltage level
number, the proposed new method is well suited to the MMC
with a large number of SMs. Simulation and experimental
results, for a three-phase MMC with four SMs in each arm,
verify the proposed new method.
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